MASTER’S DEGREE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY & INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING
ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-23
Admitted Academic Commission 15/07/2022

AHMAD, MUHAMMAD
ALGUERA RIVAS, ALEXANDRA ABIGAIL
ARELLANO GRAELL, JOSÉ
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BOGDAN, CHRISTOPHER JAN
CAMARENA GAMARRA, PEDRO ANDRÉ
CAMPANALE, MAIA
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ERAZO CÁCERES, ÁNGEL
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KESSLER, LEA
LAYANA RUÍZ, CARLA
MAQSOOD, FAIZAN E MUHAMMAD
MUSSEBAKH, FABIAN
NICOLÁS CODINA, MARIONA
NOZARI-RAD, JAVAAD
OLMO BAU, JUDIT
PALLARÉS LÓPEZ, ANNA
PANAGIOTOU, ALEXANDROS
RAPAPORT, SAMUEL
REYES BLANCAS, EDUARDO
RIEDUK, STEFAAN
SANDE SAMPÃO, MARIA
SCHÖNHOF, SASCHA ANDREAS FREDERICK
SERRA CANDELA, ANTONI
SKALECKI, TOMASZ
STŘEDA, KRYŠTOF
SVIRIN, PAVLO
WEISS, ERIC

Not Admitted

Minimum grade to access: 6,23
Complaints against resolutions issued by the Academic Commission of the programme must be addressed to the rector by means of an appeal, within a period of one month from the day following the reception of the resolution of said Academic Commission.

Barcelona, 18 July 2022

Carlos Oriol Gorjón,
Academic Commission secretary